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Water issues abound
as society puts increasing pressure on limited freshwater 
resources

Image credit, left to right: Time Magazine (left and center images) and National Geographic Magazine



•Different delivery media (websites, web services, by email, through the mail, and 
more)

•Different delivery format (PDF, CSV, JSON, scanned documents, and more)

•Different data and metadata formats (units, geospatial references, time/date, and 
more)

•Different measurement methods (discrete, continuous, analytical, remotely sensed, 
and more)

Where can you find water data?
What’s the best source?

Finding relevant water data can be challenging.

Hundreds of federal, state, local, tribal and other monitoring organizations collect water 
data.  Many fundamental questions about water cannot be answered.



Timeline

2013  Presidential Open Data Policy

2014  Federal Climate Data Initiative

2015  Federal Open Water Data Initiative

2017  Internet of Water Report

The Federal Open Data 
Movement
Implications for Water Data

Credit: https://www.aspeninstitute.org/publications/internet-of-water/



Internet of Water
A report from the Aspen Institute

Findings:

1. The value of open, shared, 
and integrated water data 
has not been widely 
quantified, documented or 
communicated. 

2. Making existing public 
water data open is a 
priority.

3. The appropriate 
architecture for an 
“Internet of Water” is a 
federation of data 
producers, hubs, and 
users.

Credit: https://www.aspeninstitute.org/publications/internet-of-water/



Internet of Water
Appropriate architecture

Credit: https://www.aspeninstitute.org/publications/internet-of-water/



Internet of Water
A report from the Aspen Institute

Recommendations:

1. Articulate a vision

2. Enable open water data

3. Create an Internet of Water

Credit: https://www.aspeninstitute.org/publications/internet-of-water/



NGWMN Goal

To create a single publicly accessible, 
automated data portal to relay 
groundwater quantity data, groundwater-
quality data, and associated metadata 
from distributed databases through a map-
based graphical user interface.
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IoW Recommendation 2.2: Develop tools for 
opening existing, public water data and enable 
the use of those tools by producers and users. 



NGWMN Design 
Elements

• Principal and major aquifers

• GW levels and quality, focus on availability

• Priority on sites with long-term data

• Network, not a Warehouse or Master 
Database  

• Willing data providers:  State, Federal, 
Tribes, others

• Sites classified by local experts/data 
providers, and selected sites become part 
of the Network

• Data provider is the authoritative data 
source 

• Data available to all without restriction or 
cost 
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Current Status

28 Contributing Agencies

• 7,129 water-level wells

• 1,922 water-quality wells

• 63 principal aquifers

• 10 subnetworks
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Data Provider Pages
https://cida.usgs.gov/ngwmn/provider/UTGS
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Access Data in 3 Ways

1. Data Portal 

https://cida.usgs.gov/ngwmn/

2. Web Service

https://cida.usgs.gov/ngwmn/web-services.jsp

3. R Client

https://github.com/USGS-R/dataRetrieval
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Design 
Principles
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Distributed → Data stays 
with owner

Distributed → Data stays 
with owner

Seamless → Acts as one 
virtual database

Seamless → Acts as one 
virtual database

Multi-access → Multiple 
portals, tools

Multi-access → Multiple 
portals, tools

Standards Based → 
OGC’s WFS & SOS, EPA’s 
WQX, WaterML, GWML, 

GeoSciML

Standards Based → 
OGC’s WFS & SOS, EPA’s 
WQX, WaterML, GWML, 

GeoSciML



Strategy

• Implemented hub and spoke architecture

• A centrally managed well registry (hub) contains a 
minimum set of data elements for all wells 

• Mediator (hub) transforms data from native to common 
format and aggregates into a single dataset

• Access state and national datasets (nodes) using 
standard protocols and mediate to common formats
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Hub Components:

1. Web Portal - Provides mapping interface 
to display and search wells

2. Well Registry - Harvests metadata to 
power web portal searching and intelligent 
parceling of search to nodes

3. Data Mediator - Collects data from each 
node and mediates independent formats 
to common ones
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Architecture 
Advantages
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Common, inexpensive and well-supported 
software components for data providers

Data providers maintain ownership of dataset 
and have control over which data are exposed

Allows data providers some flexibility for 
implementation

Data providers can re-purpose web services

Integration with international groundwater 
community



Why are Web Services 
Important?

WQPNWIS

STEWARDS

NGWMN

STORET

NRCAN 
GIN

IGRAC

USAID

GLENDA

GLRI
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Internet of Water:
Next Steps for USGS

• Our Water Use group is working with the Western States 
Water Council and the California Water Boards to pilot a 
water budget for the Upper Colorado Basin (early stages).

• Indexing observations to the hydrography or to aquifers (NLDI, 
other methods). EPA and USGS are both contributing to this 
effort.

• Improving data discoverability, including improving USGS data 
to make more findable, readable, and interoperable. 
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Questions?

Candice Hopkins
chopkins@usgs.gov

(208) 387-1331
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